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AL8000: Machine learning solution compensates
for cogging forces in high-precision linear motion

The highly dynamic AL8000 linear servomotors from Beckhoff

account, but also those of the mechanical design or

now meet even higher requirements for accuracy and synchroni-

energy chains. As a result, the range of possible applications

zation with the new TwinCAT Cogging Compensation software (Engineering

for the AL8000 iron-core linear motors is significantly expanded.

TE5920, Runtime TF5920). This makes the linear motors particularly suitable for
high-precision applications such as milling machines or laser cutting machines.

Cogging compensation is based on the fully automated application of machine

The cogging compensation software makes use of machine learning, which is

learning in TwinCAT. The software independently records the necessary cogging

seamlessly integrated into TwinCAT and applied on a fully automated basis.

data in the respective customer application as part of a reference run over the
entire length of the linear motor’s magnetic track. With the help of the data

Cogging forces in linear motors are caused by the magnetic attraction between

acquired in this way, the software trains a neural network, which is ultimately

the iron core in the primary part and the permanent magnets in the secondary

integrated into the control system for current pre-control. By adapting the

part. This physical effect leads to an unwanted and uneven ”cogging” of the

current pre-control in this way, the lag error can be reduced by up to factor 7

motor, meaning that applications with extremely high accuracy and synchroni-

and the synchronization of the machine increased by up to factor 5 without

zation requirements can only be executed to a limited extent. This is where the

any hardware changes to the AL8000.

AL8000 linear motors in combination with the TwinCAT Cogging Compensation
software offer an optimal solution: the cogging forces are reliably compensated with the help of this software, which takes not only magnetic effects into
More information:
www.beckhoff.com/te5920

SCT5564: Universal current-sensitive current
transformer according to EN/IEC 62020-1

With the SCT5564 ring-type current transformer, Beckhoff offers a universal
current-sensitive measurement system for AC and DC differential currents in
conformance with the EN/IEC 62020-1 standard. Its use in machine monitoring
ensures, among other things, increased system availability and minimized maintenance costs through the early detection of insulation faults.
The SCT5564 differential current transformer (type B/B+) can be used as a
residual current monitor (RCM) and can measure DC and AC residual currents
with up to 100 kHz frequency in the 0 to 2 A range. With its numerous setting
options, this RCM offers a flexible platform for differential current measurement
and is suitable for a wide range of systems engineering applications. This offers
advantages both in the planning phase of an industrial plant and when it is
expanded to include new loads that operate with DC voltages or high switching frequencies and can potentially increase the leakage current in the overall
system. Furthermore, early detection of insulation faults allows predictive
maintenance to be implemented, thus increasing system availability. In addition,
unwanted tripping of the residual current circuit breaker due to diminishing
machine insulation is avoided, and the expense of (repeated) insulation tests in
accordance with DGUV v3/VDE 0100 is replaced by efficient, permanent residual
current measurement.

